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• Economic and job growth is moderating
• Big businesses optimistic, small businesses worried
• Big test for all is ability to weather the next 4-5 months
• Meanwhile, millions still unemployed, some receiving sub-

poverty unemployment payouts
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GDP roaring back

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and FHN Financial 
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WEI reflects solid sales, falling claims
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Nonfarm payrolls plateauing

Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Lowest paid left behind

Source: Opportunity Insights Economic Tracker www.tracktherecovery.org

http://www.tracktherecovery.org/
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Unemployment still elevated

Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics
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GDP breaks down into:
• Consumption: Growing at a 5.5% rate, likely to be 

stronger once holiday sales are counted.
• Business fixed investment: Equipment near 30%, 

structures still falling (but always lag)
• Inventory investment: Huge after 6 quarters of declines
• Trade: Exports 11%; imports near 20%
• Residential investment: 32%
• Government spending: 5%
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Retail spending still strong

Source: Bureau of the Census
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Housing (single-fam) is booming

Source: Census Bureau, HUD, Haver Analytics
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Partly because rates are so low
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Businesses are spending, too

Source: Census Bureau
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Savings still rising

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis & St. Louis Fed
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Lockdowns returning in overrun areas:
• California: “Act now [or] our hospitals will be overrun.”
• Texas: Non-COVID patients denied ICUs in some cities.
• Nebraska: “Admitting sickest of the sick.”
• Alabama: “Tidal wave of cases could soon overrun hospitals.”
• Tennessee: Doctors “depressed, disheartened, tired to the bone.”
• Idaho: Close to needing to ration care.
• Kansas: Doctors take up to 8 hrs to find beds for patients

LA is the poster child, but no politician wants to lockdown 
unless there is a need to lockdown. 
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ISMs solid, but services falling

Source: Institute for Supply Management
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ISM employment still weak

Source: Institute for Supply Management
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Economic outlook
 The economy is most vulnerable in the next four months.
 Vaccine timeline is key:

 US needs more than 600m doses (2/person)
 Pfizer approval first, will deliver just 6.4m doses on Dec 15
 Supply is a problem, especially with just two vaccines approved in Dec
 It takes 28 days from the first shot to achieve immunity
 Herd immunity most likely in July at the earliest

 Oct and Nov data suggest lockdowns, not the disease, hurt the 
economy. Next few months, then, are high risk for growth as more 
widespread lockdowns are likely. Question is: How widespread?

 If COVID is in the rearview next summer, barring significant 
policy missteps, the economy should resume pre-pandemic 
growth trend. 
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Fiscal outlook
 Georgia runoffs will determine reach of Biden’s agenda.
 The economic team:

 Yellen the first woman yes, but maybe more importantly the first 
economist with CEA and Fed leadership experience to run Treasury. She 
will have “ins” at the WH and the Fed. Serious cred with wonks, but not 
Congress.

 Neera Tanden at OMB helped draft the Affordable Care Act and worked 
on both Hilary Clinton campaigns. Good policy mind, but unlikely to be 
confirmed after 4-yr Twitter flame-war with Republican senators.

 Cecilia Rouse, Jared Berstein, and Heather Boushey are all solid picks 
for the CEA. 

 For now, agenda is seriously light:
 100-day (suggested) mask mandate
 Strong desire for a big stimulus

 Longer term:
 Yellen is prepping for response to possible renewed recession
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Monetary outlook

 Fed minutes included long QE conversation
 Some say that means more QE in December, but listen to 

what they said:
 Pros: Can stop rise in L-T rates
 Cons: Balance sheet is already big; more mortgage 

purchases would be disruptive
 Why use it now? Mortgage rate is 3%! This is a reminder 

that QE is most powerful tool in the box, but also that it 
doesn’t make much sense to deploy now. 
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Should we worry about inflation?

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Disclaimer
Although this information has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and it may be incomplete or
condensed. This is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. All herein listed
securities are subject to availability and change in price. Past performance is not indicative of future results, and changes in any assumptions may have a material
effect on projected results. Ratings on all securities are subject to change.

FHN Financial Capital Markets, FHN Financial Portfolio Advisors, and FHN Financial Municipal Advisors are divisions of First Horizon Bank. FHN Financial
Securities Corp., FHN Financial Main Street Advisors, LLC, and FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. are wholly owned subsidiaries of First Horizon Bank. FHN
Financial Securities Corp. is a member of FINRA and SIPC — http://www.sipc.org/.SIPC.

FHN Financial Municipal Advisors is a registered municipal advisor. FHN Financial Portfolio Advisors is a portfolio manager operating under the trust powers of
First Horizon Bank. FHN Financial Main Street Advisors, LLC is a registered investment advisor. None of the other FHN entities, including FHN Financial Capital
Markets, FHN Financial Securities Corp., or FHN Financial Capital Assets Corp. are acting as your advisor, and none owe a fiduciary duty under the securities laws
to you, any municipal entity, or any obligated person with respect to, among other things, the information and material contained in this communication. Instead,
these FHN entities are acting for their own interests. You should discuss any information or material contained in this communication with any and all internal or
external advisors and experts that you deem appropriate before acting on this information or material.

FHN Financial, through First Horizon Bank or its affiliates, offers investment products and services. Investment products are not FDIC insured, have no bank
guarantee, and may lose value.
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